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Abstract— When robots interact with human partners, often
these partners change their behavior in response to the robot.
On the one hand this is challenging because the robot must learn
to coordinate with a dynamic partner. But on the other hand
— if the robot understands these dynamics — it can harness
its own behavior, influence the human, and guide the team
towards effective collaboration. Prior research enables robots
to learn to influence other robots or simulated agents. In this
paper we extend these learning approaches to now influence
humans. What makes humans especially hard to influence is
that — not only do humans react to the robot — but the way
a single user reacts to the robot may change over time, and
different humans will respond to the same robot behavior in
different ways. We therefore propose a robust approach that
learns to influence changing partner dynamics. Our method
first trains with a set of partners across repeated interactions,
and learns to predict the current partner’s behavior based on
the previous states, actions, and rewards. Next, we rapidly
adapt to new partners by sampling trajectories the robot
learned with the original partners, and then leveraging those
existing behaviors to influence the new partner dynamics. We
compare our resulting algorithm to state-of-the-art baselines
across simulated environments and a user study where the robot
and participants collaborate to build towers. We find that our
approach outperforms the alternatives, even when the partner
follows new or unexpected dynamics. Videos of the user study
are available here: https://youtu.be/lYsWM8An18g

I. I NTRODUCTION
When robots collaborate with humans in roads or factories,
these robots will inevitably affect the actions of their human
partners. Imagine working with a robot to build towers (see
Figure 1). During the previous interaction the robot passed
you four blocks, and now you must stack these blocks
together to form a tower. The way you respond to the robot
is personalized. Perhaps you build from the bottom up, using
the closest block as the base of your tower; or perhaps you
build from the top down, putting the closest block at the top
of your tower. The robot has in mind a desired tower that it
wants you to build. To reach this tower, the robot must learn
how to influence your behavior: e.g., if you build from the
bottom up, the robot must learn to push the block it wants
on the bottom of the tower closest to you. This influential
behavior works well so long as you stick with the same rules
for responding to the robot — or, more generally, as long as
you maintain the exact same underlying dynamics. But what
happens when another person comes along to work with
the robot? This new user might have completely different
dynamics, so that what the robot learned to influence your
behavior no longer works with the current partner.
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We consider settings where one ego agent (an agent that
we control, e.g., a robot) is interacting with one partner at
a time (e.g., a human). During each interaction the partner
has a high-level strategy that affects their policy: within
our motivating example, the human’s strategy is the tower
they decide to build (e.g., yellow, red, green, purple). Importantly, the partner’s strategy changes based on the previous
interaction and the partner’s latent dynamics. Returning to
our motivating example in Figure 1, perhaps the human’s
dynamics are to build from the bottom up: so that after the
robot pushes a new set of blocks across the table, the human
now takes the closest block (e.g., purple) and puts it on the
bottom of their tower.
Robots that learn to influence humans within these settings
are faced with three key challenges. First, the human’s
behavior (i.e., their strategy) may change in response to the
robot’s actions — for example, the tower the human builds
will vary based on the way the robot passes the blocks [1].
Second, the robot cannot directly observe the latent dynamics
that govern these changes — e.g., the robot does not know
if the human is building from the top down, bottom up, or
something else entirely. Finally, different humans will follow
different dynamics — one user might put the closest block
on the top of the tower, while another puts the closest block
on the bottom. Prior work on multi-agent systems simplifies
this problem by assuming that i) the agents are centralized,
and we can train the partner alongside the ego agent [2]–
[5], ii) the ego agent has access to the partner’s strategy
and dynamics [6]–[8], or iii) the partner always maintains
the same latent dynamics, and the ego agent only needs to
influence this consistent partner [9], [10].
We propose an approach that learns to influence partners
without any of these assumptions. Importantly, we recognize
that change is inevitable: even a single human will have noisy
and imperfect dynamics. At first it might seem reasonable
to retrain the robot from scratch each time it encounters
new dynamics. But this misses out on the connections
between partners: even though two partners build the tower in
opposite ways, understanding how to push the blocks across
the table is still useful for both cases. Rather than learning
how to influence every new partner from scratch, or assuming
that all partners follow the same latent dynamics:
Robots can robustly influence new or changing human
partners by adapting their latent dynamics while
remembering previously learned behaviors.
Robots that apply our approach are able to influence a single
human with changing dynamics, or (equivalently) multiple
humans with different dynamics. At training time the robot
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Fig. 1. Robot learning to influence human partners to assemble a tower. The tower the human builds changes based on how the robot passes the blocks;
to coordinate with the current partner, the robot must learn which blocks to move closer or farther from the human. Importantly, different humans respond
to the robot in different ways (i.e., have different latent dynamics). Our approach tackles this problem by learning to influence changing partners (e.g.,
humans that build bottom up or top down) and then rapidly adapting the resulting behaviors to new partners (e.g., humans that build from the middle out).

works with a pool of partners over repeated interactions
and learns to influence these partners. At test time the
robot encounters new dynamics, and transfers the behaviors
from the original partners while learning to model these
new dynamics. Returning to our example, the robot initially
learns to influence human partners that either build from the
bottom up or top down; then the robot robustly adapts to and
influences new partners that build from the middle out.
Overall, we make the following contributions:
Influencing Changing Partners. We introduce RILI: Robustly Influencing Latent Intent. This algorithm learns to
influence partners with changing dynamics by learning multiple latent dynamics models, and then identifying the current
partner dynamics from the history of interactions.
Transferring to New Partners. We formalize an extension
of RILI that rapidly adapts to new latent dynamics. Our
approach i) samples learned behaviors that the ego agent
used to influence the original partners, and ii) leverages these
behaviors to maximize predicted rewards with new partners.
Testing with Real Human Users. We compare RILI with
state-of-the-art baselines across a series of simulated environments. Within our user study the robot learns to influence
humans to build a tower: despite the different dynamics that
participants used, with RILI the robot influenced humans to
build the desired tower in less than 35 interactions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Learning alongside Partners. We focus on settings where
one ego agent (e.g., a robot) interacts with a partner (e.g.,
a human). Here the partner’s behavior is non-stationary
[2]: returning to our motivating example, the human builds
different towers based on how the robot passes blocks. This
is challenging because the policy the ego agent learned from
previous interactions may fail when the partner reacts to that
policy. Prior works on multi-agent reinforcement learning
address non-stationary behavior by training the agent and
partner together [3], by only training on recent data [4], or
by incorporating explicit communication protocols [5]. These
centralized approaches are not directly applicable to decentralized human-robot interaction; instead, related research
here tries to model the partner and predict how their behavior

will change [8], [11]. Our proposed approach also models
the partner. But rather than learning the partner’s entire lowlevel policy, we seek to learn a latent representation of their
high-level strategy and how this strategy changes.
Influencing Humans. During interaction the ego agent’s
goal is to maximize its reward. But to maximize this reward,
often the ego agent must influence the partner it is working
with [12]. Returning to our example: to assemble the correct
tower, the robot must get the human to stack the blocks
in the right order. Related work on human-robot interaction
explores how robots can influence humans using their own
behavior, including non-verbal cues [13], actions [14], or trajectories [15]. Legible motions, where the robot exaggerates
its intent, have also been connected with influential behavior
[16]. Most related to our proposed approach are LILI [9]
and SILI [10]. Both of these works influence partners by
learning latent representations of the partner’s strategy, and
then guiding the partner towards an effective strategy for
collaboration. But while [9] and [10] have shown promise
in robot-robot experiments, they have not yet worked with
humans. Human partners present additional challenges: not
only are humans noisy and imperfect, but each human partner
may have different reactions, strategies, and dynamics when
interacting with the ego agent.
Robust Learning. We therefore turn to prior work that learns
robust policies for human-robot collaboration. One option is
to treat each different partner as a new task [17] and train
the ego agent while interacting with a diverse set of real
(or simulated) partners [18]. For instance, training the robot
to assemble towers with humans that build from the bottom
up, top down, or middle out. Because the robot has already
learned to work with multiple different partners, prior work
suggests that the robot will be better able to adapt to new
users [17]. Similar to [19], [20], we break our approach down
into two parts: one that is trained across the diverse set of
partners, and a second that adapts to the current user.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
We consider two-agent settings where we control the
ego agent but we cannot control the partner. The ego and
and partner repeatedly interact. During each interaction the

partner has a policy that it follows to select low-level actions,
and this policy is parameterized by a high-level strategy z. In
our running example (Figure 1) the partner’s policy is how
they reach for, pick up, and assemble the blocks, and their
high-level strategy is the tower they want to build. We assume
that the latent strategy z is constant within an interaction, but
z can change between interactions based on the ego agent’s
behavior and the partner’s latent dynamics f . For instance,
how the robot pushes the blocks across the table influences
the next tower that the human chooses to build. The ego agent
does not directly observe either z or f . Here we formalize
this problem setting from the ego agent’s perspective, while
recognizing that the partner’s latent dynamics f can change
over time, either because the ego agent is working with a
new partner, or because the original partner changes the way
they respond to the ego agent.

Repeated Interactions. Each interaction i from the ego
agent’s perspective is an HiP-MDP where the partner’s latent
strategy z i is unknown. Over the course of the interaction the
ego agent observes states, actions, and rewards τ i . Between
interactions i) the partner’s latent dynamics fp may shift
and ii) the partner’s latent strategy z i updates according to
dynamics z i+1 ∼ fp ( · | τ i ). Across repeated interactions the
ego agent’s objective is to maximize its total reward. In order
to maximize this reward, the ego agent must identify the
current partner’s latent dynamics (e.g., is the human building
from the top down or bottom up?) and then leverage those
dynamics to guide the team towards coordinated behavior
(e.g., pushing the blocks more or less across the table to get
the human to assemble the correct tower).

Hidden Parameter Markov Decision Process. We start by
formulating a single interaction. Here i is the index of the
current interaction, and the ego agent does not know the
partner’s current latent strategy z i . We write this interaction
as a Hidden Parameter Markov Decision Process (HiP-MDP)
[21]: M = ⟨S, A, Z, T , R, H⟩. Let s ∈ S be the ego’s state
and let a ∈ A be the ego’s action. Because this is a twoagent system — where both the ego agent and partner’s
behavior affects the interaction — the transition function
T (s′ | s, a, z i ) and reward function R(s, a, z i ) may depend
on the current latent strategy z i ∈ Z. Each interaction has a
total of H timesteps, and during the i-th interaction the ego
agent observes the trajectory ξ i = {(s1 , a1 ), . . . , (sH , aH )}
of states and actions. Overall, the ego agent experiences
τ i = {(s1 , a1 , r1 ), . . . , (sH , aH , rH )}.

In this section we introduce RILI: Robustly Influencing
Latent Intent. We divide our approach into two parts (Figure 2): first the ego agent trains with changing partners, and
learns to influence these partners across repeated interactions.
Second the ego agent encounters new partners, and transfers
the behaviors it originally learned to now adapt to previously
unseen dynamics. We emphasize that the ego agent never
observes the partner’s strategies or dynamics, and the ego
agent does not know when these partners change.

Latent Dynamics. Between interactions the partner reacts to
the ego agent’s behavior and updates their strategy. Recall
our running example: because the robot pushed the purple
block closest to the partner at the end of interaction i, during
interaction i + 1 the partner chooses to put the purple block
on the bottom of their tower. The rules that the partner uses to
update their strategy — e.g., building from the bottom up —
are the partner’s latent dynamics. We assume these dynamics
are Markovian, and only depend on the states, actions, and
rewards from the last interaction: z i ∼ f ( · | τ i−1 ).
Playing with Changing Partners. Here we break from
prior work and recognize that the partner does not always
follow the same latent dynamics [9], [10]. There are two
explanations for this (both are equivalent from the ego
agent’s point of view). First, a single partner could be noisy
and shift their dynamics over time; second, the ego agent
may encounter multiple partners with different dynamics. For
simplicity we refer this as changing partners. We assume that
the ego agent can practice with N partners, and let the latent
dynamics of the p-th partner be: z i ∼ fp ( · | τ i−1 ). But the
ego agent will inevitably encounter new partners outside of
this training set: returning to our running example, perhaps
the robot has trained with partners that build from the bottom
up or top down, and then encounters a new partner that builds
from the middle out.

IV. ROBUSTLY I NFLUENCING L ATENT I NTENT

A. Training with Changing Partners
In the first phase of our approach the ego agent learns
to influence N changing partners. Each partner has unique
latent dynamics fp , p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, and the current
partner can switch between interactions. We refer to this as
training because here we are not focused on rapidly adapting
to a specific partner: rather, we want to make the ego agent
robust, so that it can influence each of these possible partners.
Learning Latent Strategies. Our first challenge is predicting
the partner’s current latent strategy z i given the ego agent’s
recent behavior. Returning to our running example: if the
ego agent arranges the blocks in a specific way, what tower
will the human assemble? Our insight is that the robot can
identify the next latent strategy by recovering underlying patterns from previous interactions. These patterns are specific
to the current partner: for instance, if the robot observed high
reward in the last few interactions when it pushed the purple
block close to the human, perhaps the current user is building
from the bottom up. We put this insight into practice by
introducing an encoder E(τ i−1−k , . . . , τ i−1 ). This encoder
inputs the ego agent’s states, actions, and rewards from the
last k interactions, and predicts the partner’s latent strategy
for interaction i. At first glance it may seem like this
encoder E only models a single partner fp (z | τ i−1 ). But
the key here is that the encoder reasons over a history of
k interactions: this history enables the ego agent to learn
multiple latent dynamics and identify the current partner.
During our experiments we apply a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [22] as the encoder E for learning the dynamics and
predicting the strategy.
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Fig. 2. Our proposed RILI algorithm. (Top) During training the ego agent interacts with partners that change latent dynamics without the ego agent’s
knowledge. Based on the states, actions, and rewards from the last k interactions, the ego agent predicts the partner’s next latent strategy z i . We leverage
a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) encoder E which identifies the current latent dynamics from the history of interactions. The ego agent then uses model-free
reinforcement learning to learn a policy π conditioned on the predicted z i . (Bottom) To quickly adapt to new partners with latent dynamics not seen during
training, we propose to update the encoder E and decoder D while leaving the policy π fixed. Here the ego agent samples a set of trajectories ξ from the
learned policy, and then executes the trajectory with the highest predicted reward under the learned model for new partner dynamics.

We have introduced an encoder with the capacity to learn
multiple dynamics models — but how do we train this encoder to actually learn these latent representations? Similar to
[9], [10], we introduce a decoder D(ξ i , z i ) that reconstructs
the rewards from interaction i given the trajectory of states
and actions ξ i and the predicted latent strategy z i . Intuitively,
this means that the latent strategy z must contain enough
information such that, when we pair z with ξ, the decoder
can correctly predict the rewards the ego agent will receive.
We train the encoder (with weights θ) and the decoder (with
weights ϕ) across previous interactions:
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) are the ego’s rewards at each timestep
during interaction i. Notice that we train the encoder and
decoder only using the low-level states, actions, and rewards
the ego agent can observe.

Learning Influential Policies. So far the ego agent has
learned a model of its changing partners. Next, we leverage
the outputs of this model (i.e., the predicted latent strategies)
to guide the ego agent’s policy. Remember that the ego
agent’s ultimate goal is to maximize its total reward. To
do this, the ego agent must select behaviors that seamlessly
coordinate with the current partner. We therefore condition
the robot’s policy π on our predicted latent strategy: π(at |
st , z i ). We then train this policy (with weights ψ) to maximize the ego agent’s rewards across repeated interaction:
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Here γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor and ρiψ is the distribution
over trajectories ξ i under policy πθ . Looking at Equation (2),
the inner summation captures the expected long-term reward

for the ego agent when interacting with one specific partner,
and the outer summation makes this policy robust by taking
into account N changing partners1 . Equation (2) implicitly
encourages the ego agent to produce interactions τ i−1 which
will influence the current partner towards better latent strategies z i in the next interaction. Returning to our example: the
robot must position the blocks during τ i−1 to change the
human’s strategy z i and assemble the correct tower.
B. Transferring to New Partners
So far RILI has learned to influence a set of N changing
partners; next, we transfer this learned behavior to rapidly
adapt to new and previously unseen dynamics (see Figure 2).
Retraining RILI from scratch (i.e., applying the approach
from Section IV-A) is inefficient because i) it can take
thousands of interactions before the ego agent coordinates
with a new partner, and ii) the retrained RILI policy may fail
to influence the N original partners. Here we leverage our
insight: behaviors learned to influence the original partners
can still be useful when interacting with new partners.
Consider the robot in our working example — regardless
of the current human’s dynamics, the robot still needs to
know how to push the blocks across the table. Accordingly,
we accelerate adaptation by only retraining half of RILI.
We refer to this version of our approach as RILI-Transfer.
When we deploy our trained ego agent to interact with new
partners, we first freeze the learned policy π. We then resume
training the encoder E and decoder D using Equation (1)
and the states, actions, and rewards experienced with this
new partner. Updating E and D enables the ego agent to
capture the new partner’s latent dynamics. We then select
previously learned behaviors that pair well with these new
1 In Equation (2) we assume that each partner is equally likely. When
some latent dynamics are more likely than others, the outer summation
should be replaced by an expectation over partners.

dynamics. More concretely, the ego agent samples2 a set of
trajectories (ξ1 , . . . , ξd ) from its buffer of experiences with
the N original partners. Given the predicted latent strategy
z i ∼ E(τ i−1−k , . . . , τ i−1 ), the ego agent next applies its
decoder to predict the
total rewards associated with each
PH
trajectory, i.e., R̂ji = t=1 D(ξj , z i ). Here z i is important:
depending on what latent strategy the robot predicts, the
same trajectory ξ may have high or low rewards (e.g.,
pushing the purple block closest to the human works well
only if the human builds from the bottom up). Finally, the
ego agent reasons across the predicted reward for each sampled trajectory, and executes the trajectory with the highest
reward. We hypothesize that RILI-Transfer will result in fast,
robust adaptation to humans because the robot only needs to
learn the dynamics model, and does not need to learn a policy
for interacting with the environment and partner.
V. S IMULATIONS
In this section we perform two experiments with simulated
human partners. First, we focus on whether embedding a
history of interactions enables the ego agent to influence
changing partners with different dynamics. Next, we evaluate how the ego agent should transfer the learned behavior
from these original partners to quickly adapt to a new
partner. We compare RILI and RILI-Transfer to state-of-theart baselines across three different simulated environments.
Baselines. We include four different baselines. At one extreme, we consider an ideal case (Oracle) where the ego
agent directly observes the partner’s latent strategy z i . At
the other extreme, we test a learning approach without
latent representations (SAC) [23]: here the ego agent tries to
influence without modeling dynamics or strategies. Between
these extremes we implement two related approaches that
assume the partner’s dynamics are fixed. In LILI the ego
agent predicts the partner’s latent strategy and learns a policy
that influences this strategy across repeated interaction [9].
SILI builds on LILI, but explicitly encourages the ego agent
to guide the partner to a stable, constant latent strategy [10].
A. Environments
We conducted our simulations in three environments that
each have continuous state-action spaces: Circle, Driving,
and Robot. These environments are shown in Figure 3 with
the ego agent in green and the partner in purple. In all
environments we defined four different latent dynamics that
the partner could follow when responding to the ego agent.
Circle. This environment with two-dimensional states and
actions is an instance of a pursuit-evasion game [24] where
the ego agent is attempting to reach a hidden partner. The
reward is the negative Euclidean distance from the ego agent
(a point mass) to the partner (a point on the circle). The
partner’s latent strategy z is their location on the circle: the
ego agent never observes the partner’s location, and must
learn to find and trap this hidden partner.
2 We

use k-means clustering across the interaction buffer to find 10 − 80
diverse and discrete trajectory samples. However, our method is not tied to
any specific method for sampling trajectories.

Between interactions the partner updates their location
using one of four latent dynamics. In Dynamics 1 the partner
moves clockwise if the ego agent ends outside the circle,
and moves counterclockwise otherwise [9]; in Dynamics 2
the partner does not move if the ego agent ends outside the
circle, and moves counterclockwise otherwise [10]; and in
Dynamics 3 the partner always moves clockwise regardless
of the ego agent’s behavior. During our first experiment the
ego agent practices with these three partners. In the second
experiment the ego agent plays with a new partner: this new
partner moves counterclockwise if the ego agent ends an
interaction outside the circle, and clockwise otherwise.
Driving. Here the ego agent controls its steering angle while
attempting to pass a partner in a 2-DoF environment. The
ego agent is penalized proportional to the total distance it
travels, and it loses 100 additional points if it collides with
the partner car. The partner suddenly changes lanes when the
ego agent approaches: the partner’s latent strategy z is the
lane it merges into, and the ego agent must anticipate this
strategy to avoid a collision.
In Dynamics 1 the partner merges into the lane where the
ego agent most recently passed [9]; in Dynamics 2 the partner
merges to the far right lane if the ego agent moved to the left
early in the interaction [10]; and in Dynamics 3 the partner
cycles through the lanes without reacting to the ego agent.
During our second experiment we introduce a new partner.
This new partner merges to the far left lane if the ego agent
moves to the right early in the interaction; otherwise it moves
into the same lane as the ego agent.
Robot. Here the ego agent is a simulated robot arm. There
are three goals in the robot’s workspace, and the robot is
rewarded if it reaches for the same goal as the partner. The
robot’s action space is its three DoF end-effector velocity,
and the partner’s latent strategy z is their chosen goal.
In Dynamics 1 the partner changes their goal to move
away from the robot’s end-effector; in Dynamics 2 the partner
keeps the same goal if the robot moves to the left of that
goal; and in Dynamics 3 the partner cycles through the goals
without responding to the robot. For each of these partners
we give a bonus reward to the ego agent if the partner
chooses the goal on the right. In our second experiment the
ego agent plays with a new partner: this partner maintains
the same goal if the robot ends the interaction with its endeffector below a certain height [10]. Additionally, here we
give the ego agent a bonus reward each time the partner
chooses the middle goal.
Implementation. The input of the GRU encoder E at interaction i is a history of four interactions {τ i−4 , . . . , τ i−1 }, and
the output is latent strategy z i of size 10. The decoder D is
a multilayer perceptron with a two fully-connected layers of
size 64 each. We use SAC [23] to train the ego agent’s policy
π: the policy and critic networks are multilayer perceptrons
with 2 fully-connected layers of size 256 each.
B. Playing With Changing Partner Dynamics
In Section IV-A we outlined RILI, an approach to robustly learn multiple latent dynamic models and identify the
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Fig. 3. (Left) Simulated environments where the ego agent learns to influence changing partners. The ego agent cannot directly observe the partner’s
strategy: in Circle this strategy is the partner’s location, in Driving it is the lane the partner merges into, and in Robot it is the box the partner wants to
pick up. The partner updates their strategy between interactions based on the ego agent’s behavior and the partner’s latent dynamics. For example, with
Dynamics 1 in Circle, the partner moves clockwise if the ego agent ends the interaction outside the circle, and counterclockwise otherwise. (Right) We
trained the ego agent as it played with three latent dynamics (i.e., three partners). The dynamics changed randomly between interactions, and the ego agent
was never told which dynamics it was interacting with. Here we plot the cost (negative reward) of the final behavior learned by the robot for each of the
dynamics, as well as the average cost across all three dynamics. Error bars show standard error about the mean (SEM) and ∗ denotes p < .001.

latent dynamics of the current partner. We hypothesized that
combining a GRU encoder with a strategy-conditioned policy
would enable the robot to learn influential behaviors across
changing partners. Here we test RILI — and the alternatives
— by training the ego agent to play with three changing
partners (Dynamics 1-3). Similar to what we would expect
in the real world, these partners can change stochastically:
after each interaction, there was a 1% chance that the partner
would switch. Oracle was given the current parter’s latent
strategy z i . All other approaches did not know strategy z i ,
dynamics fp , or even when the partner changed. We trained
each ego agent with the same number of interactions. We
then took the trained models and evaluated their performance
when paired with each partner (Dynamics 1-3).
Our results are shown in Figure 3. Here we report expected
cost (i.e., the negative reward) for a single interaction. On the
far right column we show Average: this is the average cost
across Dynamics 1-3. Our results suggest that RILI is better
able to influence changing partners. For each of the Dynamics 1-3 and the Average we conducted a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA with a Sphericity Assumed Correction to
test for differences between the four baselines and RILI.
Focusing specifically on Average, we found that there was a
statistically significant difference in the average performance
across all three dynamics (Circle: F (4, 49995) > 30000, p <
.001, Driving: F (4, 4995) > 1700, p < .001, and Robot:

F (4, 495) = 216.27, p < .001). Overall, these results
indicate that embedding a history of interactions enables the
ego agent to learn and influence the partner dynamics, even
when these dynamics change across repeated interaction.
C. Playing With New Partner Dynamics
Our previous experiment showed that when RILI trains
with multiple partners, it learns behaviors to influence these
partners and maximize reward. But so far we have not focused on the rate of adaptation, i.e., how many interactions it
takes to learn influential behaviors. In practice, this timing is
crucial — human partners may not be willing to spend days
working with a confused robot. Accordingly, in this second
experiment we take the trained ego agent and encounter a
new partner, with dynamics outside of the training set.
Here we test our proposed approach from Section IV-B,
RILI-Transfer. The intuition behind this algorithm is that
the ego agent learns the new partner’s dynamics (i.e., retrains
the encoder and decoder) while leveraging the behaviors
that influenced the original partners (i.e., samples from a
fixed policy). We compared this approach to two alternatives:
RILI-Scratch, where the robot restarts RILI to learn only
from the new partner’s data, and RILI-Resume, where the
robot keeps the same encoder and policy it has previously
learned, and continues to update both of these networks.
We tested the performance of each method when playing
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Fig. 4. Follow-up to Figure 3. Here we take what the ego agent learned from playing with Dynamics 1-3, and deploy the ego agent with a new partner that
uses latent dynamics not seen during training. We compare three versions of our approach. RILI-Scratch throws out what the ego agent previously learned
and trains only on the new partner’s data. RILI-Resume keeps the learned models from the first three partners, and continues to train these networks with
the new partner’s data. Finally, RILI-Transfer uses our proposed approach to update only the autoencoder while sampling trajectories from a fixed policy.
We find that RILI-Transfer results in rapid adaptation because it re-purposes learned behaviors to rapidly coordinate with the new partner.

with a new partner over 500 repeated interactions. Our results
are depicted in Figure 4: we performed 5 runs, and the shaded
regions show the standard deviation across these runs. In
all three environments RILI-Transfer rapidly converged to
behavior that coordinated with the new partner. For example,
in Driving the ego agent had previously learned to pass on the
right as part of its strategy for interacting with Dynamics 3.
When faced with a new partner that merged to the left,
the ego agent simply leveraged this existing behavior to
coordinate with the new partner and avoid collisions.
VI. U SER S TUDY
Our simulations show that agents can leverage RILI to
influence changing partners that precisely follow their latent
dynamics. But what about humans? Actual users are noisy
and imperfect, and their latent dynamics can constantly
change and adjust. State-of-the-art methods LILI [9] and
SILI [10] both acknowledge that their learned policies can be
too brittle to interact alongside humans. To better understand
how our approach works with actual humans, we conducted
an in-person study where participants worked with a 7-DoF
robot arm (Panda, Franka Emika). Participants collaborated
with this robot to build towers (Figure 1).
Independent Variables. We compared our approach RILITransfer (Figure 2) to the most recent baseline SILI [10].
For both methods the robot was trained with four simulated
latent dynamics prior to the experiment. We hand designed
these latent dynamics using strategies that we thought were
intuitive for users: building the tower bottom up, top down,
or two variations of middle out. In practice, however, we
recognize that real human partners could choose one of these
dynamics, or come up with some other dynamics entirely.
Dependent Measures. To measure how well the robot
coordinated with and influenced the human, we recorded the
reward the robot received after each interaction. The robot
wanted to build a specific tower: importantly, participants
were never told what tower the robot wanted. The robot
received reward for each block that was placed in the correct
order. The robot received a maximum reward of zero if all
blocks were in the correct order, and a minimum reward of
−800 if none of the blocks matched the desired order.

Participants. We recruited 18 participants (4 female, ages
25 ± 3.3 years) from the Virginia Tech community. All
participants provided informed written consent consistent
with university guidelines (IRB #20-755). We conducted a
between-subject design. Groups varied along two axes: the
robot algorithm (SILI or RILI-Transfer) and the human’s
latent dynamics (explained below). Each user interacted with
the robot for 35 interactions — the number of interactions
was the same for both SILI and RILI-Transfer.
Procedure. We placed four different colored blocks in the
robot’s and human’s shared workspace: during each interaction the robot pushed these blocks across the table so
that they were closer to or farther from the participant. The
robot’s actions space was the distance it moved each block
towards the participant. After the robot finished arranging
the blocks the human reached across the table to pick them
up and assemble their tower. Once the user finished building
the tower, the robot recorded the final tower, observed its
reward, and reset the blocks.
Based on our preliminary trials we were concerned that all
participants might follow roughly similar latent dynamics.
More specifically, we thought all participants might build
from the bottom up, putting the closest block on the bottom
of their tower and the farthest block at the top. We therefore
encouraged participants to follow three different latent dynamics. One group of 6 participants were instructed to build
from the top down; a second group of 6 were instructed to
build from the middle out; and the final 6 participants were
instructed to build from the ends in. The robot had trained
with partners that built from the top down and middle out
(Trained Dynamics), but the robot had never interacted with a
partner that built from the ends in (New Dynamics). We note
that participants did not exactly follow these instructions: if
the blocks were close together, participants made random or
personalized decisions on how to assemble the tower.
Hypothesis. Robots that use RILI-Transfer will rapidly
learn to influence humans with different latent dynamics.
Results. The results of our user study are summarized in
Figure 5. We measured the robot’s reward over repeated
interactions with each group of users. With RILI-Transfer
the reward converged to higher values for all three latent
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Fig. 5. Experimental results from our user study. We recruited 18 participants to interact with the robot arm and build towers (see Figure 1). Prior to the
experiment we trained the robot to influence four intuitive latent dynamics. During the user study the robot pushed blocks across the table to the human,
and then the human assembled these blocks into a tower. Only the robot knew the desired tower. To prevent all participants from adopting the same latent
dynamics (i.e., to prevent all users from building from the bottom up), we assigned participants to one of three different latent dynamics. Here we show
the performance over time, where each interaction corresponds to building a single tower. We found that RILI-Transfer learned to pass blocks in ways
that influenced humans to build the correct tower, and this learning occurred within 35 interactions. Error bars show SEM and ∗ denotes (p < .001).

dynamics, while with SILI the robot received fluctuating
rewards. To better understand these results we conducted
a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with a Sphericity
Assumed correction. We found that there was a statistically
significant difference in the average cost during the last five
interactions (F (1, 88) = 72.06, p < .001). Examining the
robot’s behaviors, we noticed that SILI often placed all four
blocks at a similar distance from the human — this caused
participants to build random towers, and did not influence
them towards the robot’s target (see supplementary video).
By contrast, RILI-Transfer spaced out the blocks across the
table, encouraging the human to take the closest block first
and build the desired tower. Overall, these results support our
hypothesis and suggest that RILI-Transfer enables robots to
learn to influence actual human partners.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We introduced RILI, an approach that enables robots to
robustly influence humans. RILI learns the latent dynamics
of changing partners, and identifies a policy that influences
each of these partners to coordinate with the ego agent. Our
simulations and user study suggest that this approach works
with humans who have latent dynamics the robot has not
seen before. Limitations. Our approach transfers behaviors
learned from previous partners to influence new partners.
However, this may fail if the new partner’s latent dynamics
are sufficiently different from previous partners. For instance,
if the robot only trains with humans that build towers from
the top down, it may not know any behaviors to coordinate
with partners that build from the bottom up.
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